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ABSTRACT: A search for dijet resonances in events with at least one isolated charged lepton is performed using 139 fb$^{-1}$ of $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV proton-proton collision data recorded by the ATLAS detector at the LHC. The dijet invariant-mass ($m_{jj}$) distribution constructed from events with at least one isolated electron or muon is searched in the region $0.22 < m_{jj} < 6.3$ TeV for excesses above a smoothly falling background from Standard Model processes. Triggering based on the presence of a lepton in the event reduces limitations imposed by minimum transverse momentum thresholds for triggering on jets. This approach allows smaller dijet invariant masses to be probed than in inclusive dijet searches, targeting a variety of new-physics models, for example ones in which a new state is produced in association with a leptonically decaying $W$ or $Z$ boson. No statistically significant deviation from the Standard Model background hypothesis is found. Limits on contributions from generic Gaussian signals with widths ranging from that determined by the detector resolution up to 15% of the resonance mass are obtained for dijet invariant masses ranging from 0.25 TeV to 6 TeV. Limits are set also in the context of several scenarios beyond the Standard Model, such as the Sequential Standard Model, a technicolor model, a charged Higgs boson model and a simplified Dark Matter model.
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1 Introduction

In the Standard Model (SM), events with two or more jets are usually produced by strong interactions described by quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Searches for resonances in dijet invariant-mass distributions provide a means to investigate a wide range of theories beyond the Standard Model (BSM). Such searches are sensitive to heavy particles that decay into two partons which, following fragmentation, form two jets. Studies of this kind were among the first published using early data from the ATLAS [1–4] and CMS [5–7] experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, when operations at high energy first began. Later results used new datasets as the LHC increased the collision energy, from 7 TeV to 8 TeV during Run 1 [8–10], and then to 13 TeV for Run 2 [11–18]. Typically, these searches initially focused on resonances with high dijet invariant masses, $m_{jj}$, e.g. on enhanced event yields in the new kinematic regime opened up by the increase in energy. However, as the integrated luminosity collected at the highest available energy increased, without signs of new physics at high masses, there has been renewed interest in exploiting these large datasets to also look for signals in the region $m_{jj} < 1$ TeV. These low-mass regions are difficult to access in inclusive dijet searches due to limitations imposed by
the high transverse-momentum thresholds applied to jet triggers to keep trigger rates at manageable levels. Such studies have been performed with inclusive samples using analyses done at so-called ‘trigger level’ [10, 13]. Other strategies involve requiring the presence of an associated object that can be used for triggering, such as a photon [19, 20] or a jet [21–24] from initial-state radiation. The results presented here complement these techniques by searching for dijet resonances in events containing an isolated electron (e) or muon (μ).

Besides providing access to lower dijet invariant masses, the requirement of a final-state lepton in addition to jets provides sensitivity to a set of new-physics models that cannot be studied using jet triggers.

Many BSM models predict new heavy resonances in production modes, yielding a final state consisting of jets, produced in the resonance decay, accompanied by at least one lepton. At hadron colliders, possible processes are $q\bar{q} \rightarrow WX \rightarrow \ell\nu qq$ and $q\bar{q} \rightarrow X' \rightarrow WX \rightarrow \ell\nu q\bar{q}$, as well as production induced by gluon-gluon fusion, where the $X$ and $X'$ can be either scalar or vector particles. Examples include technicolor models, $q\bar{q} \rightarrow \rho_T \rightarrow W\pi_T \rightarrow \ell\nu q\bar{q}$ [25] (in which a technirho $\rho_T$ decays into a W boson and a technipion $\pi_T$, see figure 1(a-b)), the Sequential Standard Model [26], $W' \rightarrow WZ' \rightarrow \ell\nu q\bar{q}$ (where $W'$ and $Z'$ are new heavy gauge bosons, see figure 1(c)), and charged Higgs models [27] (figure 1(d)). A number of dark-matter (DM) models also predict new resonances that can be produced in association with vector bosons [28] (figure 1(e)).

Searches for the signatures of specific models may benefit by requiring the presence of other leptons (as in the case of associated Z boson production), b-tagged jets, missing transverse momentum (in the case of W boson or top decays) or other model-specific kinematic quantities. However, the study presented in this article focuses on a generic search for BSM resonances in the dijet invariant-mass distribution constructed from events with at least one isolated electron or muon, in order to explore the potential of searches without signal-specific selections. Model-dependent limits are set by taking into account the signal shapes expected in the models described above. This search uses an integrated luminosity of 139 fb$^{-1}$ of $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV proton-proton ($pp$) collision data recorded by the ATLAS detector over the full period of Run 2 of the LHC.

2 ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector [29–31] consists of an inner tracking detector (ID), surrounded by a superconducting solenoid that provides a 2 T magnetic field, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer (MS). The ID provides tracking in the pseudorapidity$^1$ region $|\eta| \leq 2.5$ and consists of silicon pixel and microstrip detectors surrounded by

---

$^1$ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam line. The z-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates ($r, \phi$) are used in the transverse plane, $\phi$ being the azimuthal angle around the beam line. Transverse momentum and energy are defined as $p_T = p \sin \theta$ and $E_T = E \sin \theta$, respectively. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle $\theta$ as $\eta = -\ln \tan(\theta/2)$. The angular separation between two objects in $\eta-\phi$ space is defined as $\Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2}$. 

---
Figure 1. Representative Feynman diagrams for the processes considered in this analysis: (a)-(b) the techicolor model with production of $\rho_T$ decaying into $\pi_T W^\pm$, (c) $W' \rightarrow Z' W^\pm$ production in the Sequential Standard Model, (d) the charged Higgs boson production in association with a top quark, $tbH^+$, (e) the simplified dark-matter model.
a transition radiation tracker, which also provides information for electron identification. Each tracking detector consists of a central barrel and two endcap sections.

The electromagnetic calorimeter is a sampling device made of lead absorbers with liquid argon (LAr) as active medium. It comprises a barrel (|\eta| ≤ 1.475) and two endcaps (1.375 ≤ |\eta| ≤ 3.2). To facilitate corrections for energy losses upstream of the calorimeter, the cryostat is equipped with a presampler layer in the region |\eta| ≤ 1.8. Hadronic sampling calorimetry is provided by a steel and scintillator-tile calorimeter in the region |\eta| ≤ 1.7, complemented by a copper/LAr system in the region 1.5 ≤ |\eta| ≤ 3.2. The forward region (3.1 ≤ |\eta| ≤ 4.9) is equipped with both electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters composed of copper/LAr and tungsten/LAr, respectively.

The muon spectrometer is the outermost ATLAS subsystem. It detects muons in the pseudorapidity region up to |\eta| = 2.7, with triggering capability up to |\eta| = 2.4. The MS consists of a barrel (|\eta| ≤ 1.05) and two endcap sections (1.05 ≤ |\eta| ≤ 2.7). A system of three large superconducting air-core toroid magnets, each with eight coils, provides a magnetic field with a bending integral of about 2.5 Tm in the barrel and up to 6 Tm in the endcaps.

The trigger system \cite{32} consists of a first-level trigger implemented in hardware using a subset of the detector information to accept events from the 40 MHz bunch crossings at a rate of 100 kHz, followed by a software-based trigger implemented in a large computer farm, which reduces the acceptance rate so that events are recorded at about 1 kHz.

### 3 Object definitions and event selection

The analysis presented in this paper is based on data collected with the ATLAS detector during the 2015–2018 data-taking period, referred to as Run 2. The data were recorded under stable beam conditions while all relevant subdetectors were fully operational, and were subject to detailed quality checks. The data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 139 fb\(^{-1}\) with an uncertainty of 1.7%. This uncertainty was derived from calibration of the luminosity scale using \(x-y\) beam-separation scans, following a methodology similar to that detailed in ref. \cite{33} using data from the LUCID-2 detector \cite{34} for the baseline measurement.

Candidate events were accepted by either single-muon or single-electron triggers \cite{32} with various transverse momentum \(p_T\) (muons) or transverse energy \(E_T\) (electrons) thresholds, as well as data quality and lepton isolation requirements. The lowest \(p_T\) (\(E_T\)) threshold without trigger prescaling is 24 (26) GeV and includes a lepton isolation requirement that is not applied for triggers with higher thresholds. A trigger matching requirement \cite{32} is applied where the reconstructed lepton must lie within the vicinity of the corresponding trigger-level object. This requirement reduces the fake rate and allows a consistent definition of efficiencies between Monte Carlo simulations and data.

Muons are reconstructed by using a combined fit to hits in the ID and MS, and are required to have \(p_T \geq 7\) GeV and |\eta| ≤ 2.5 and to satisfy ‘medium’ quality criteria, in order to select particles from the primary interaction \cite{35}. Identification requirements based on the number of hits in the ID and MS subsystems, as well as the significance of the difference
\[ \frac{|q|/p_{\text{MS}} - q/p_{\text{ID}}|}{q}, \] where \( q \) is the charge and \( p_{\text{MS}} \) (\( p_{\text{ID}} \)) is the momentum as measured in the MS (ID), are applied to the combined tracks. Muon tracks are required to satisfy \( |d_0/\sigma(d_0)| \leq 3 \) and \( |z_0 \times \sin \theta| \leq 0.5 \text{ mm} \), where \( d_0 \) is the transverse impact parameter relative to the beam line, \( \sigma(d_0) \) is its uncertainty, \( z_0 \) is the distance along the beam line to the primary vertex from the point where \( d_0 \) is measured, and \( \theta \) is the polar angle. The primary vertex is chosen as the vertex with the highest \( \sum p_T^2 \), where the sum is over tracks associated with that vertex and having \( p_T > 500 \text{ MeV} \); at least two such tracks are required.

Electrons are identified as energy clusters formed in the electromagnetic calorimeter [36] matched to tracks in the ID, with requirements of \( E_T > 7 \text{ GeV} \) and \( |\eta| \leq 2.47 \). Candidate electrons must have tracks satisfying \( |d_0/\sigma(d_0)| \leq 5 \) and \( |z_0 \times \sin \theta| \leq 0.5 \text{ mm} \) and meet ‘tight’ quality criteria [36]. Electrons within the barrel-endcap transition region of the electromagnetic calorimeter, \( 1.37 \leq |\eta| \leq 1.52 \), or which share a track with an identified muon, are discarded.

Leptons are further required to be isolated from other objects in the event using \( p_T \)-dependent criteria based on calorimeter and tracking information. The isolation parameters were tuned to provide a constant efficiency as a function of transverse momentum, and the highest background rejection below 60 GeV (‘FCTight’). The lepton isolation and \( p_T \) requirements allow a consistent definition of lepton candidates when considering data-taking periods in which different trigger configurations were used. Lepton misidentification rates for the chosen isolation requirements are discussed in refs. [35, 36]. The combined trigger efficiency is about 88%, averaged over the two lepton flavours.

Jets are reconstructed using the anti-\( k_T \) algorithm [37] with a radius parameter of \( R = 0.4 \), as implemented in the FastJet package [38], using topological clusters of energy deposits in the calorimeters [39] as inputs. These jets are corrected for contributions arising from additional collisions in the same and nearby bunch crossings (pile-up) [40], and calibrated to the particle energy scale (i.e. before interaction with the detector) [41]. Jet candidates are required to have \( p_T \geq 20 \text{ GeV} \) and to be within \( |\eta| \leq 2.4 \). To suppress jets arising from pile-up, a jet-vertex-tagging technique [42] is applied to jets with \( p_T \leq 60 \text{ GeV} \), requiring that at least 60% of the total \( p_T \) of tracks in the jet be associated with the primary vertex in each event. Candidate jets with fewer than three associated tracks are discarded if they lie within a cone of \( \Delta R = 0.2 \) around a muon candidate, and disregarded irrespective of the track requirement for the electron candidates. The track-multiplicity requirement is effective in rejection of misreconstructed jets originating from muons. Electron and muon candidates are discarded if they are within a cone of \( \Delta R = 0.4 \) around a remaining jet’s axis.

Following this object selection, a signal region is defined by requiring at least one isolated lepton (\( e \) or \( \mu \)) with \( p_T^e \geq 60 \text{ GeV} \) and at least two jets. Dijet invariant masses are constructed by combining the two jets having the highest \( p_T \). Only events with \( m_{jj} \geq 0.22 \text{ TeV} \) are considered; this minimum value is chosen in order to avoid the low-\( m_{jj} \) region where the event rate does not monotonically decrease due to a kinematic bias in jet \( p_T \) from the minimum \( p_T^e \) of leptons. The \( m_{jj} \) mass distribution that includes a region below 0.22 TeV is difficult to describe with a function that falls smoothly over the entire range of \( m_{jj} \).
4 Monte Carlo simulations

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are used to investigate contributions to the $m_{jj}$ distribution from various SM processes, as well as to estimate the background from data. The sources of background modelled using MC simulation are the QCD multijet, $t\bar{t}$ and $W+$jets processes. The multijet event sample was simulated with the Pythia 8.186 [43] generator with the NNPDF2.3 [44] set of parton distribution functions (PDF) and a set of tuned parameters called the A14 tune [45]. The $t\bar{t}$ and $W+$jet events were produced using the PowhegBox [46–49] v2 generator interfaced with Pythia 8. This simulation used the CT10 NLO PDF set [50] and the AZNLO tune [51].

For the model-dependent searches, MC simulations are also used to predict the expected signal shapes for the BSM models discussed earlier: (1) $W' \rightarrow WZ' \rightarrow \ell\nu q\bar{q}$; (2) $\rho_T \rightarrow W^\pm \pi_T \rightarrow \ell\nu q\bar{q}$; (3) charged Higgs boson production in association with a top quark, $tbH^+$; and (4) a simplified DM model with an axial-vector mediator, $Z'$. The $W' \rightarrow WZ' \rightarrow \ell\nu q\bar{q}$ and $\rho_T \rightarrow W^\pm \pi_T \rightarrow \ell\nu q\bar{q}$ simulations are performed at leading-order QCD using Pythia 8 and Pythia 6 [52], respectively, with the CT10 NLO PDF set. The parton showering and hadronisation of the latter simulation are performed using the A14 tune of Pythia 8. The first model assumes a $Z'$ dijet resonance produced in association with a leptonically decaying $W$ from the $q\bar{q} \rightarrow W'$ process. The relative width of the $Z'$ is set to 3.2%, which is the default value in Pythia. The $W'$ to $WZ'$ branching fraction is chosen to be 0.5 and the mass difference between the $W'$ and $Z'$ was set to 250 GeV. This latter requirement yields the largest predicted cross-section for the desired final state. This model is also used to estimate systematic uncertainties in generic signals approximated by Gaussian functions with widths varying between 5% and 15% of the dijet invariant mass.

The second model considered is a generic technicolor model [53] that assumes the production of a technirho, $\rho_T$, that decays into a leptonically decaying $W$ boson and a technipion $\pi_T$, decaying into two jets. The mass of the $\rho_T$ is chosen to be a factor of two larger than the mass of the $\pi_T$, which maximises the cross-section for the $l\nu q\bar{q}$ final state. The signal width for this model is approximately 15% of the predicted technipion mass.

The $tbH^+$ process is modelled with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [54] at next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD [55], based on a two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) in the $m_h^{mod}$-scenario [56] and a four-flavour scheme implementation with the NNPDF2.3 PDF set. The $H^+$ decay into $tb$ is assumed. Parton showering and hadronisation are modelled using Pythia 8 with the A14 tune. This simulation uses the narrow-width approximation [57], and effects related to $W$ boson polarisation and the interference between $tbH^+$ and the SM $t\bar{t}+b\bar{b}$ background are not included. The narrow-width approximation has a negligible impact on the limit presented in this paper since the peak in the $m_{jj}$ distribution has a relative half width at half maximum (HWHM) of about 30% of the $m_{jj}$ peak position. This width is much larger than the $H^+$ natural width of about 4% of the $H^+$ mass for $\tan\beta = 1$, where $\tan\beta$ is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two scalar doublets in the 2HDM. While the $tb$ final state includes more than two jets, simulation studies indicate that, for events arising from the $tbH^+$ process, $m_{jj}$ distributions obtained from the two...
highest-\(p_T\) jets have well-defined peaks for \(m_{H^+}\) values above 600 GeV. The reconstructed \(m_{jj}\) peak position is shifted from the \(m_{H^+}\) value by about 30\% to lower masses since the two leading jets used for \(m_{jj}\) do not contain the complete information about the \(H^+\) decays.

This analysis also studies a benchmark simplified DM model with an axial-vector mediator \(Z'\), in which the lepton originates from the decay of a \(W\) boson, e.g. \(q \bar{q} \rightarrow Z'W\) where the \(Z'\) decays into jets and the \(W\) via \(W \rightarrow \ell \nu\). This model assumes the leptophobic couplings \(g_q = 0.25\), \(g_\ell = 0\), and \(g_{DM} = 1\), following the recommendations of the LHC-DMWG \[28\]. Here \(g_q\), \(g_\ell\) and \(g_{DM}\) are the couplings of the mediator to quarks, leptons and the DM particle, respectively. Signal MC events were generated with MADGRAPH5\_aMC@NLO at leading order in QCD. Possible interference between SM and DM processes was studied at parton level and shown not to affect the shape or normalisation of the resonance mass peaks, so is not included in the simulation sample.

All MC samples, with the exception of the \(tbH^+\) and DM models, were passed through the full ATLAS detector simulation \[58\] based on GEANT4 \[59\]; the \(tbH^+\) and DM processes were simulated using the ATLAS fast simulation framework, ATLFAST-II \[60\], which uses parameterisations of electromagnetic and hadronic showers in the calorimeters. All simulated events are corrected so that the object identification, reconstruction and trigger efficiencies, energy scales and energy resolutions match those determined from data control samples. After this correction, additional systematic uncertainties were applied to cover for the difference between the data and MC simulations as described in section 6. Additional simulated pp collisions generated using PYTHIA 8, with the A3 set of tuned parameters \[61\] and the NNPDF2.3 PDF set, were overlaid to simulate the effects of pile-up in a manner that matches the multiplicity distribution of additional collisions in the data. Simulated events were reconstructed and analysed with the same algorithms as used for data.

5 Analysis procedure

The existence of a new resonant state of mass \(m_X\) decaying into partons that hadronise to two jets could lead to an observable excess of events at \(m_{jj} \approx m_X\) on an otherwise smooth and monotonically decreasing dijet invariant-mass distribution. This analysis presents a search for such an excess in the range \(0.22 < m_{jj} < 6.3\) TeV.

The bin widths of the \(m_{jj}\) distribution are chosen to be approximately equal to the dijet mass resolution at a given mass and therefore widen from 13 GeV to 120 GeV, over the specified range in \(m_{jj}\). The following fit function \[8, 13, 19\] is used to model the shape of the estimated background,

\[
f(x) = p_1(1 - x)^{p_2} x^{p_3 + p_4 \ln x + p_5 \ln^2 x},
\]

where \(x \equiv m_{jj}/\sqrt{s}\) and the \(p_i\) are free parameters.

To investigate the ability of eq. (5.1) to accurately describe the background in the signal region, a likelihood fit is performed to the background estimate obtained from MC simulations of QCD multijet, \(W^+\)jets and \(t\bar{t}\) samples. The combined contribution from \(W\) and top-quark processes in the MC simulations varies from 1\% to 10\% as a function of \(m_{jj}\). The five-parameter fit function provides a good description of the signal region in this
MC sample. However, eq. (5.1) with $p_5 = 0$ also provides an adequate description of this distribution, which has far fewer events than are available in data. Additional studies were therefore undertaken, as described below. One is based on a control region (CR) defined for MC simulation, and the other on a CR defined for data; both provide far more events than are available in the MC distribution discussed above. These studies are also used to investigate possible effects related to jet reconstruction, or to leptons misidentified as jets, which may lead to structures in the $m_{jj}$ distribution that can be difficult to describe with a smoothly falling distribution and could be misinterpreted as a potential signal. In the first of these, a three-jet control region, referred to as the ‘2+1 jets’ CR is constructed using MC events. This is identical to the signal region with the exception that a third jet with $p_T > 60$ GeV is required instead of the charged lepton. Removing the requirement of a final-state lepton increases the number of events in the dominant multijet background sample by more than an order of magnitude. No significant deviations of the MC distribution from the fit hypothesis of eq. (5.1) are observed in the 2+1 jets CR. The composition of this CR illustrates the decreased relative contributions from $W$ and top-quark processes when requiring a third jet instead of a final-state lepton. Here, in the 2+1 jets CR, $W$ and top processes contribute to the overall background at a level of less than 0.1% relative to QCD multijets.

The fit hypothesis of eq. (5.1) models the 2+1 jets CR well, giving $\chi^2/ndf \approx 1.2$ (where $\chi^2 = 130$ and $ndf = 109$) and a ratio of the MC distribution to the fit that is within 5% of unity over the full range of $m_{jj}$. The distribution of the fit residuals is consistent with a normal distribution with a mean of zero. It is observed that all five fit parameters are strongly constrained by the low-mass region, $m_{jj} < 1$ TeV, which has the most events. Functions of the form of eq. (5.1) with fewer than five parameters fail to adequately describe the dijet mass distribution in this CR.

To complement the 2+1 jets CR used in MC studies, a ‘loose electron’ control region (LE-CR) is defined for the data. It is populated by selecting dijet events with at least one electron that satisfies a set of loose identification criteria but not the more stringent tight identification criteria, ensuring orthogonality with the signal region. The LE-CR is expected to have an increased multijet contribution due to the contamination from misidentified electrons. The main goal of this region is to verify that the data do not show structures that can be interpreted as signals when using the analytic fits. The number of events in the LE-CR is a factor of ten larger than in the 2+1 jets CR used in MC studies. Studies of this control region demonstrate that jet reconstruction does not lead to structures that can be interpreted as signals. The fit hypothesis of eq. (5.1) models the LE-CR with $\chi^2/ndf \approx 1.6$, where $\chi^2 = 172$ and $ndf = 109$ (see the appendix A). The residuals are distributed according to a normal distribution with a mean consistent with zero. The fit with eq. (5.1) performs poorly when the minimum value of $m_{jj}$ is below 200 GeV. The minimum value of $m_{jj}$ value is therefore set to 216 GeV, which is defined by the lower bin edge of the chosen binning. Fit functions with $p_5 = 0$ fail to describe the LE-CR.

Several alternative five-parameter functions for the description of the LE-CR region have been investigated. It was found that the only five-parameter function that adequately describes the LE-CR as a whole, and shows some systematic difference with respect to
eq. (5.1) in the tail of the $m_{jj}$ distribution, is a function obtained after replacing $p_5 \ln^2 x$ to $p_5 / \sqrt{x}$. The application of this alternative function to the LE-CR region leads to residuals distributed according to a normal distribution with a mean consistent with zero. Functions with more than five parameters have also been investigated. A test based on the Wilks’ theorem [62] shows that no additional parameters are needed.

To investigate potential biases in the description of the LE-CR by eq. (5.1), ‘signal-injection’ and ‘closure’ tests are performed. For the signal-injection test, signal events modelled according to Gaussian distributions are added to the expected background distribution to assess whether or not the correct numbers of events can be extracted using signal-plus-background fits, assuming the known Gaussian signal shape. For the closure test, signal-plus-background fits are run on the background-only spectra of the LE-CR for different signal masses and the extracted signal yield is taken as an estimate of a false signal. In the first case, the extracted signal yield is consistent with the injected number of events within the statistical uncertainty. The number of extracted events in the closure tests was significantly smaller than the statistical uncertainty of the data points. This event rate for the signal region is considered as a source of systematic uncertainty in the limit values (discussed in section 6).

Based on the studies of the control regions, the background-only hypothesis for the signal region is constructed using eq. (5.1), over the $m_{jj}$ range from 216 GeV to 6.3 TeV.

To determine if the data deviate significantly from the background-only hypothesis prediction, the BumpHunter [63] test is used. This test calculates the significance of any excess found in mass intervals in all possible locations of the binned $m_{jj}$. The width of the search window varies from a minimum of two $m_{jj}$ bins up to half the extent of the full $m_{jj}$ mass distribution. For each of the chosen intervals in $m_{jj}$, a local $p$-value is calculated from a unique hypothesis test statistic. The method takes into account the look-elsewhere effect [64] by combining each of the hypothesis tests to form a new hypothesis test, and calculating the minimum $p$-value amongst all tests. A global $p$-value is then calculated and transformed to a significance assuming that bin-by-bin fluctuations of the data follow a Poisson distribution. Pseudo-experiments are then used to determine the most significant local excess and, finally, a global significance is calculated. A null result from the BumpHunter test can only be used as an indication for non-observation of the searched-for processes but not as the necessary condition. Signal-injection tests using the BumpHunter background-only fit show a lower signal extraction efficiency for wide signals than for the signal-plus-background fit.

The Bayesian Analysis Toolkit [65] is used to set 95% credibility level (CL) upper limits on the cross-section for new processes that have a signature of a new particle decaying into partons which fragment to two jets in events with at least one isolated lepton of $p_T > 60$ GeV. In the case where no statistically significant deviations are observed according to the BumpHunter test, the exclusion limits are set at the 95% CL on the production cross-section times branching ratio for generic resonances, as well as for a range of theories beyond the Standard Model. For each test contribution from a signal model, a simultaneous likelihood fit of data using the signal contribution plus the background function is performed, with an additional parameter describing the normalisation of the
signal template. The free parameters of the fit function are considered as nuisance parameters. Systematic uncertainties are also included as nuisance parameters. To make sure the convergence of the likelihood fits, the initial parameters of the background function are set to the values determined during the search phase, but the parameters were not fixed or constrained during the fits. For a given mass, a number of such fits are performed for a range of possible signal yields. The resulting likelihood function is multiplied by a flat prior to give a posterior probability density. The 95% quantile in the signal contribution is calculated for each pseudo-experiment determined by integration of the posterior probability distribution; this is taken as the upper limit on the number of possible signal events in the data, for each resonance mass and width hypothesis. This value, divided by the integrated luminosity, provides a measure of the upper limit on the cross-section times efficiency times branching ratio for a resonance with that mass and width. This method was also used to determine the expected limits, along with the corresponding 1 and 2 standard deviation ($\sigma$) uncertainty bands. The expected limits are evaluated by replacing actual data by pseudo-data generated using the background function determined in the search phase. This limit-setting technique is described in [1] and was used in the previous ATLAS papers [2–4, 8, 11–13, 16, 19].

Detector-level limits for the BSM models are corrected by the acceptance and efficiency as a function of the mass. The acceptance is defined by the $p_T$ and $\eta$ requirements on the leptons and jets, and the requirement on the minimum dijet invariant mass used in this analysis. The acceptance is typically 40% for the lowest mass point, and increases to 60–90% for the highest mass, depending on the model. The efficiency correction includes various instrumental effects, such as the efficiencies for the trigger, lepton identification and lepton reconstruction efficiencies. A typical efficiency, averaged over the two lepton flavours, is 65–75%, depending on the particle mass and the type of BSM model. The efficiency is somewhat lower (about 50%) for the $tbH^+$ channel than for the other models due to a more complex final state leading to fewer isolated leptons.

6 Systematic uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties considered include those associated with the background description, the jet energy scale, jet energy resolution, lepton reconstruction, and luminosity.

The effects of jet energy scale (JES) and jet energy resolution (JER) uncertainties [41] are estimated using signal model MC events. These uncertainties cause shifts in the dijet masses by as much as ±1.4%. The combined effect from all systematic uncertainties leads to a 6% increase in the limits relative to the limits without uncertainties. This increase is typically within the 1$\sigma$ band around the expected limits shown later. The uncertainty associated with the JES and JER dominates the total systematic uncertainty for $m_{jj} \lesssim 2$ TeV. At $m_{jj} > 2$ TeV the uncertainties associated with the background description become comparable. The effect of lepton energy scale uncertainties is found to be negligible. Systematic effects from the lepton trigger, and from lepton identification and reconstruction are taken into account by assigning a constant systematic uncertainty of 1%. This group of uncertainties accounts for differences between data and MC modelling. The effect of the trigger
on the shape of the $m_{jj}$ distribution is found to be negligible. An additional uncertainty in the limits is associated with variations of the shapes of the $m_{jj}$ signal distributions due to the PDF choice [12]. This arises from the fact that PDF uncertainty affects the angular distributions between the two jets, thus affecting simulated signal shapes used to derive the limits. Such shape-related systematic effects on the $m_{jj}$ distribution are accounted for by assigning a 1% PDF uncertainty to the calculated limits [12]. The PDF uncertainty is found to have a negligible effect on the acceptance corrections, which are dominated by the selection cut on the leptons. The uncertainty of 1.7% in the integrated luminosity is also accounted for.

For the generic Gaussian signals, JES and JER systematic uncertainties from the $W^0 \rightarrow WZ^0 \rightarrow l\nu qq$ MC events are used, parameterised as a function of mass to generate uncertainties for masses that are not covered by the $W^0 \rightarrow WZ^0 \rightarrow l\nu qq$ samples. As a cross-check, other models predicting different signal widths are also used, but no significant differences are observed.

The uncertainties arising from imperfect knowledge of the background shapes are estimated by using an alternative fit function, given by eq. (5.1), with the replacement $p_5 \ln^2 x \rightarrow p_5 / \sqrt{x}$. In the region $m_{jj} < 2$ TeV, the uncertainty related to this alternative function is negligible compared to the statistical variation of the nominal fit. The background shape uncertainty becomes comparable to the size of the statistical variations of the fit function at higher values of $m_{jj}$. To account for the effects of the fit function choice on the extracted limits, the largest difference in the event yields between the nominal and the alternative background hypothesis is taken as a systematic uncertainty. The possibility of statistical biases related to the choice of functional form used to estimate the background is investigated using a closure test. To do this, pseudo-random distributions were created according to eq. (5.1) with the parameters obtained from the data and allowing bin-by-bin fluctuations. These were fitted using eq. (5.1) plus a Gaussian (signal) component with various fixed mean and width values, similar to what is done in the limit calculations. The distributions of the amplitude of the Gaussian components in these fits have mean values close to zero for all masses and widths, with RMS values indicating a negligible effect on the limits. This was also verified using more complex signal shapes predicted by the $H^+$ model.

Several theoretical uncertainties associated with the $H^+$ model are considered. The uncertainty due to the choice of PDF is found to have a negligible effect on the $m_{jj}$ distribution for $H^+$ masses below 2 TeV used for the calculation of limits in this analysis. The narrow-width approximation used by MadGraph5_aMC@NLO for $\tan \beta = 0.5$ also has a negligible impact on the limit presented in this paper. This is checked by applying a smearing of the $m_{jj}$ distribution using the Breit-Wigner distribution with a width of 18% as predicted in the 2HDM model. The polarisation effect for top-quark production was studied using leading-order QCD simulations since no spin dependence is implemented in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO at NLO. No statistically observable effect on the $m_{jj}$ distribution is found.
Figure 2. Dijet invariant-mass distribution from the 2015–2018 data, from events with a high-$p_T$ lepton ($e+\mu$ combined). The distribution is calculated from the two leading jets selected from events with at least one isolated lepton with $p_T > 60$ GeV. Also shown is the result of the fit with the five-parameter background function. The lower panel shows the bin-by-bin significances of deviations from the background hypothesis. The largest deviation reported by BumpHunter is indicated by the vertical dashed lines. The global $p$-value of this deviation is 0.31.

7 Results

Figure 2 shows the $m_{jj}$ distribution obtained from the selected events in the combined electron-plus-muon channel. The result of applying the BumpHunter procedure is also shown, using a background fit with the five-parameter function from eq. (5.1). The data are well described by the fit function, with $\chi^2 = 99.8$ and the number of degrees of freedom (ndf) of 109 leading to $\chi^2/\text{ndf} = 0.92$. The lower panel shows the significances [66] of deviations from the background hypothesis, which can be approximated by $(d_i - f_i)/\delta$, where $d_i$ is the value of the data points, $f_i$ is the fit value, and $\delta$ is an uncertainty. This uncertainty includes statistical and systematic uncertainties of the data points and the value of the fit in the $i$th bin. These significances are consistent with a normal distribution with a mean of zero and unit width (not shown). Figure 3 shows the results of the analysis applied separately to events containing a high-$p_T$ (a) electron or (b) muon, including the results from BumpHunter. The $\chi^2/\text{ndf}$ values are indicated on each figure.

The largest deviation of the data from the background-only hypothesis reported by BumpHunter in the combined channel is near 1.3 TeV, with a local $p$-value of $10^{-3}$, corresponding to a significance of 2.8 standard deviations. The second largest deviation near 400 GeV has a local significance of 1.3$\sigma$. Accounting for the look-elsewhere effect, the global $p$-value for the largest deviation for the electron-plus-muon channel is 0.3, leading to a significance of 0.5$\sigma$. This deviation from the background hypothesis is consistent with a
Figure 3. Dijet invariant-mass distributions for events with a high-$p_T$ (a) electron or (b) muon. The distributions are calculated from the two leading jets selected from events with at least one isolated lepton with $p_T > 60$ GeV. In each case, the result of the fit to the five-parameter background function is also shown. The lower panels show the bin-by-bin significances of deviations from the background hypothesis. The largest deviations reported by BumpHunter are indicated by the vertical dashed lines. The global $p$-values of the deviations are 0.12 (for electrons) and 0.63 (for muons).
Figure 4. The 95% CL observed limits for a hypothetical particle $X$ resulting in a contribution to the observed $m_{jj}$ distribution with a Gaussian shape and various widths $\sigma_X$. The $m_{jj}$ distribution is obtained from the two leading jets in events with at least one isolated lepton with $p_T > 60$ GeV. The limits, presented for the fine steps in masses that correspond to the bin sizes times two, are calculated assuming widths of the Gaussian signal corresponding to 0%, 5%, 10% and 15% of the signal mass. For the latter two cases, the points below $m_{jj} = 0.3$ TeV are excluded since the signal would, in part, be at masses below the minimum value considered here. The limits are set on the cross-section times the acceptance $A$, the efficiency $\epsilon$ and branching ratio $B$. The expected limit and the corresponding $\pm 1\sigma$ and $\pm 2\sigma$ bands are shown for the $\sigma_X/m_X=0$ signals.

The largest deviation from the background hypothesis for the muon channel shown in figure 3(b) is near 3.5 TeV, with the global $p$-value of 0.6.

In the absence of any significant signals indicating the presence of new phenomena beyond the SM, limits are set in the manner described in section 5. The limits include the systematic uncertainties described in section 6.

Figure 4 shows the 95% CL observed limits for a hypothetical particle $X$ resulting in a contribution to the observed $m_{jj}$ distribution with a Gaussian shape and various widths $\sigma_X$. The limits are presented as a function of the mass $m_X$ in steps that correspond to the bin sizes times two. The background hypothesis is defined as the five-parameter fit described earlier. The expected limit and the corresponding $\pm 1\sigma$ and $\pm 2\sigma$ bands are shown for $\sigma_X/m_X=0$ signals. Appendix B shows the expected limit and the corresponding $\pm 1\sigma$ and $\pm 2\sigma$ bands for the $\sigma_X/m_X=0.15$ signals. Contributions from a Gaussian-shaped signal with minimum effective cross-sections ranging from approximately 100 fb to 0.1 fb are excluded in the mass range of 0.25–6 TeV.
The oscillations in the observed limits shown in figure 4 for wide Gaussian signals are due to correlations between the points in the limit calculation, which uses the background function with unconstrained parameters. The correlation length between neighbouring mass points is proportional to the width of the resonances used for the limits. The correlation lengths increase with the width of the assumed Gaussian signal.

As a check, the statistical significance of the largest excess is studied under the signal-plus-background hypothesis. The function used to describe the data is constructed by adding a Gaussian distribution to the background shape described by eq. (5.1). All the parameters but the Gaussian width are allowed to vary during the minimisation procedure. The local significance of the largest excess, calculated from the Gaussian normalisation factor and its uncertainty, does not exceed 2.6σ, i.e. it is smaller than the local significance reported by the BumpHunter. The same conclusion is obtained by using the test based on the likelihood ratio $-2 \ln L(0)/L(1)$, with $L(0)$ and $L(1)$ being the likelihoods of the null hypothesis and the signal-plus-background hypothesis from the global likelihood fits of the data, assuming the asymptotic approximation [67]. Systematic uncertainties are not included in this check.

7.1 Limits on BSM models

Exclusion limits are also set for the four BSM models discussed earlier. As discussed before, the analysis requires well-reconstructed jets and leptons, without additional selections tuned to the specific model under study. For the limit calculations, the shape of the $m_{jj}$ distribution for each model considered is taken from MC simulation, after detector simulation and reconstruction. The $m_{jj}$ distributions for the $\pi_T$ and $Z'$ decays have Gaussian-like shapes around the nominal generated masses, with a HWHM ranging from 10% to 20% in their Gaussian cores. The $H^+$ model has an $m_{jj}$ shape with a HWHM of about 30%, with the peak position shifted to a lower mass compared to $m_{H^+}$ as discussed in section 4.

The Bayesian limits are calculated using the $m_{jj}$ distribution with the background description discussed earlier, and then are corrected by the acceptance and efficiency corrections. The values of the calculated limits depend on the shape of the signal $m_{jj}$ distributions, e.g. broader distributions typically lead to higher values of the limits. All calculated limits account for the previously discussed systematic uncertainties. In each case, the minimum $m_{jj}$ value for the limits is selected to ensure that the signal acceptance is at least 30% for the mass points considered.

The limits on the $\rho_T \to \pi_T W^\pm$ and $W' \to Z' W^\pm$ signal models are shown in figure 5(a) and figure 5(b), respectively. For the technicolor model, in which the mass of the $\rho_T$ is twice that of the $\pi_T$, values of $m_{\pi_T}$ below 350 GeV are excluded for the range of technipion masses considered. A small deviation of the observed limits from the expected limits near 400 GeV is consistent with a statistical fluctuation, as follows from the BumpHunter background-only hypothesis (see section 7). It is not observed for the Gaussian limits due to the minimum $m_{jj}$ requirement for the Gaussian signals with widths above 10%. The $W' \to Z' W^\pm$ model is excluded for $Z'$ masses up to 2 TeV, assuming the maximal cross-section, which occurs when the mass difference between the $W'$ and $Z'$ is 250 GeV (see section 4).
Figure 5. Observed (filled circles) and expected (dotted line with uncertainty bands) 95% credibility-level upper limits on the cross-section ($\sigma$) times branching ratio ($B$) for (a) the technicolor model with production of $\rho_T$ decaying into $\pi_T W^\pm$, (b) $W' \rightarrow Z' W^\pm$ production in the Sequential Standard Model, (c) the $tbH^+$ model for $\tan\beta = 1$ (thick red dashed line) and $\tan\beta = 0.5$ (thin red dashed line), (d) the simplified dark-matter model. Figure (c) also shows the expected and observed limits (without indicating the 1 and 2$\sigma$ bands) from the early Run 2 paper [68] based on the multivariate techniques (MTs) in the signal regions to enhance the separation of signal from background. The presented limits are obtained using two leading jets in events with at least one isolated lepton with $p_T > 60$ GeV.

The $m_{jj}$ distributions obtained using model-independent selection criteria can also be used to set limits on complex decay topologies. This is illustrated in the context of the $H^+$ signal model discussed in section 4. The limits obtained without a channel-specific selection of this process are shown in figure 5(c). The data exclude a charged Higgs particle.
with a mass below 1.2 TeV, assuming \( \tan \beta = 0.5 \), the 2HDM type-2 model with the four-flavour scheme and the narrow-width approximation. The \( H^+ \) limits are compared with the result [68] based on multivariate techniques and an early subset of the Run 2 data corresponding to 36.1 fb\(^{-1}\) of integrated luminosity. On average, the observed and expected limits in the mass range 0.8 TeV--1.4 TeV are about a factor of two better, and the highest excluded \( H^+ \) mass is 200 GeV higher for \( \tan \beta = 0.5 \), than for the earlier Run 2 analysis. The observed differences in the limits between the previous analysis and the current analysis are due to differences in experimental methods adopted in these two studies, as well as due to differences in the integrated luminosities. The excess above the expected limit near an \( H^+ \) mass of 1.8 TeV corresponds to the excess near 1.3 TeV for the background-only hypothesis, which is also observed in the Gaussian limits as discussed in section 7. The limits shown in figure 5(c) are correlated since the reconstructed width of the signal is larger than the mass difference between the limit points. To verify the local statistical significance for the \( H^+ \) signal model under the signal-plus-background hypothesis, the likelihood fit of the data with the test statistic is performed using the asymptotic approximation [67]. Alternatively, the significance is calculated from the amplitude of the signal component of the signal-plus-background fit, after modelling the shape of the \( m_{jj} \) distribution analytically. No systematic uncertainties are included. In all cases the local significance does not exceed 2.4\( \sigma \), i.e. it is smaller than the significance reported by the background-only hypothesis discussed earlier.

The limits on the simplified dark-matter model, for the leptophobic couplings \( g_q = 0.25 \), \( g_{\ell} = 0 \) and \( g_{\text{DM}} = 1 \), are shown in figure 5(d). These exclude \( Z' \) masses for this model below 1.2 TeV, complementing exclusions set previously by the ATLAS inclusive dijet search [16] for \( m_{Z'} < 1.5 \) TeV. It was checked that changing \( g_{\ell} = 0 \) to a small value (\( g_{\ell} = 0.01 \)) leads to a negligible effect on the presented limits.

### 8 Conclusion

A search for resonances in dijet invariant-mass distributions is presented, based on the analysis of events in which the jets are accompanied by at least one isolated high-\( p_T \) lepton (\( e \) or \( \mu \)). Events are selected from a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 139 fb\(^{-1}\) of proton-proton collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 13 \) TeV, recorded by the ATLAS detector during Run 2 of the LHC.

In the dijet invariant-mass range considered, 0.22--6.3 TeV, the most significant deviation from data-derived estimate of the Standard Model background in the combined electron and muon channel is observed around \( m_{jj} = 1.3 \) TeV. Taking into account both the systematic uncertainties and the look-elsewhere effect, this excess has a \( p \)-value of 0.3. The data are thus consistent with the background-only hypothesis.

This analysis has set 95\% credibility-level upper limits on the signal cross-section times acceptance times efficiency times branching ratio for new processes that can produce a Gaussian contribution to the dijet invariant-mass distribution in events having at least one isolated lepton with \( p_T^\ell > 60 \) GeV. Limits are calculated in different scenarios for the width of these Gaussian signals, ranging from that determined by the detector resolution up to
15% of the resonance mass. The limits obtained range from 100 fb to 0.1 fb for resonance masses between 0.25 and 6 TeV.

Model-dependent limits are also set on a variety of BSM models, without the use of additional selection criteria tailored to the specific final states investigated. These results exclude contributions from the \( W' \to WZ' \) process in the Sequential Standard Model for masses of the \( Z' \) (decaying into jet pairs) below 2 TeV, assuming the mass difference between the \( W' \) and \( Z' \) is 250 GeV to maximise the cross-section for this process. For a technicolor model in which the relationship between the \( \rho_T \) and \( \pi_T \) masses maximises the cross-section for the final state of interest, technipion masses below 350 GeV are excluded for the range of technipion masses considered.

The model-dependent limits obtained without optimisation for the specific signal models are shown to have the potential to exclude heavy states with complex decays, such as in charged Higgs boson production in association with a top quark, \( tbH^+ \). For this model, the data exclude \( H^+ \) masses below 1.2 TeV assuming \( \tan \beta = 0.5 \). These results complement those from the dedicated \( H^+ \) studies [68] that employ a selection optimised for the charged Higgs event topology.

The data also exclude \( Z' \) mediator with masses below 1.2 TeV in a simplified Dark Matter model with leptophobic couplings \( (g_q = 0.25, g_\ell = 0 \text{ and } g_{\text{DM}} = 1) \), in which the lepton originates from the decay of an associated \( W \) boson.
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A Dijet invariant mass in the LE-CR region

Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of events in the LE-CR defined for the data. Also shown is the five-parameter fit function used to describe this region.

![Dijet invariant mass distribution](image)

**Figure 6.** Dijet invariant-mass distribution for the LE-CR region for the 2015–2018 data. Also shown is the result of the fit with the five-parameter background function. The lower panel shows the fit residuals divided by the uncertainty on data points. No systematic uncertainties are included.

B Expected limits for broad signals

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the observed limits with the expected limit, including the corresponding ±1σ and ±2σ bands, for the $\sigma X/m_X = 0.15$ signals. The observed limits are the same as for figure 4.
Figure 7. The 95% CL observed limits for a hypothetical particle X resulting in a contribution to the observed $m_{jj}$ distribution with a Gaussian shape and various widths $\sigma_X$. The $m_{jj}$ distribution is obtained from the two leading jets in events with at least one isolated lepton with $p_T > 60$ GeV. The limits, presented for the fine steps in masses that correspond to the bin sizes times two, are calculated assuming widths of the Gaussian signal corresponding to 0%, 5%, 10% and 15% of the signal mass. The limits are set on the cross-section times the acceptance $A$, the efficiency $\epsilon$ and branching ratio $B$. The expected limit and the corresponding $\pm 1\sigma$ and $\pm 2\sigma$ bands are shown for the $\sigma_X/m_X=0.15$ signals.
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